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"Therapist Edwards brings profound insight into the minds of gifted, anxious kids in this parent-
friendly handbook" ? Publishers Weekly, STARRED Being the mother or father of a good child
is fantastic?until your son or daughter starts asking whether global warming is actual, if you
are going to die, and what will happen if they do not get into college. Children who are
advanced intellectually often knowledge fears beyond their years.Edwards' fifteen specially
designed equipment help smart children manage their fears, anxieties, and become more
worry-free. For emotionally intelligent, observant, and inquisitive children who would like to
overcome nervousness, and for parents looking for a kid-friendly toolkit, Why Wise Kids
Worry is the perfect resource that gives answers to queries such as:How do smart kids think
differentlyWhat is the root of my child's panic and how can we overcome it?In this practical
parenting resource, Allison Edwards guides you through the mental and psychological
porcess of where your child's fears arrive from and why they are so difficult to move
past.MUST I let my kid watch th enightly news on Television?How do I answer questions on
the subject of terrorist, hurricanes, and other scary topics? And parents are still left asking,
how come my child worry so much?
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Great and useful device for parents An absolute must have for parents with a good child!. It's
for all those parents who just have no idea how to proceed with their kid that is anxious,
worried, or socially not getting it-be appear to "obtain it" in other areas. I am a specialist
counselor however when it comes to my very own kids, it's a problem, even with the training
and knowledge! Why? I recommend this book. I found this publication to be logical, useful,
and useful-the tools are easy to put into action. It's an excellent book-I am impressed by the
article writer. I've already recommended to close friends and it will suggested to parents of
students who I use.Many thanks for helping us know very well what is going upon! Thank you!
Goldmine Amazingly helpful book. Exceptional insight into gifted children This is a very
simple, easy to read book that describes why gifted children worry so much. I feel much more
confident about how exactly to parent my kids through their worries without unintentionally
adding to them. I've already purchased additional copies of the book for other associates of
my family. Not only provides it helped me understand where my kids' worries are via, but also
how they process worry and how it manifests itself. I am so happy to involve some tools to
test out. A useful resource!! Some things explained in the publication were just what my 15
calendar year old will and says, and today we realize why. There are excellent practical tips on
how to handle all the anxiousness and worrying that comes with it and how to not contribute
more to them. The explanations and the practical tips were very helpful. Five Stars Great
insight. Five Stars Wonderful Book!! Informative and helpful! A Must Read for Parents of
Anxious Wise Kids This book is eye-opening. It had been recommended by the assistance
counselor at our college, and it has offered therefore many insights about my son. Great read!
Strongly suggested! This book was recommended if you ask me by a pal of the author's and
has been an exceptionally helpful read...want I'd had it 5 years back!! I recommend it. Great
publication! Easy read. Great learning tool for coping with smart children and does an
excellent job of explaining anxiousness . Enlightening and helpful This book really helped me
understand my anxious grandchildren in a new way. I highly recommend this publication to
everyone because I truthfully believe everyone can gain something from this book. Super
helpful tips Easy to implement Helps adults too! It gives concrete, realistic advice on how
parents should deal with their behavior and questions. Anxiety runs in our family and seeing it
come through my children has been difficult to deal with. Wow! Many thanks, Allison Edwards
for composing this book. So Grateful to Have Found This. It describes emotional age,
intellectual age, and physical age group and how the gaps can develop issues. Personally i
think like I could finally offer relief to my kids and give them techniques they can make use of
throughout their lives. I am also excited to use some techniques on myself. The summary of
how my kid thinks gave wonderful perspective. Becuase my own emotons and encounters
are involved, and there is a unique family powerful to each of our families. Great reserve even
if your children aren't worriers! Very helpful ways to handle children’s anxiety This book gives
good insight on why anxious kids act and react using ways. Very Helpful Book This is such an
eye-opening book. Certainly recommend reading . I don't mean gifted, which your son or
daughter might be (and this will be useful), but emotionally inteligent, inquisitive, and
observant.. appreciate it and share it
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